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Minutes of the Elevating Devices Advisory Council meeting of the Technical Standards and Safety Authority 
(TSSA) held in the Ontario Boardroom, 345 Carlingview Drive, Toronto, Ontario at 9:00 a.m. on the 19th day of 
February 2020. 

 
Present:  Trevor Doell, Thyssenkrupp Elevator LTD; Ahmad Husseini, TSSA’s Consumer Advisory 

Council; Rob Isabelle, KJA Consultants Inc; Stan Jones (on Skype), BOMA & Northern Realty; 
Lisa Konnry, Schindler Elevator Corporation; Kelly Leitch (Chair), Kone Inc; Jim Miller, 
International Union of Elevator Constructors (IUEC); Chris Kelesis for Haroon Nuri, Toronto 
Transit Commission; Derek Petri, York Region District School Board; Michael Sentenai, Del 
Property Management & AMCO; Steve Sokoloff for Rick Sokoloff, Independent Elevator 
Contractors Association (IECA) & Quality Allied Elevator; Hugh Richards for Patrick Yeung, 
Otis Elevator Inc.  

 
 Suba Ariyaretnam, Dan Brazier, Chief Financial Officer (item 14); Alexandra Campbell, VP, 

Communication & Stakeholder Relations; Andrew Chin Danielle Fernandes, Advisory Council 
Coordinator; Kristian Kennedy, Manager, Government Relations; Rob Kremer, Engineering 
Manager, Elevating & Amusement Devices Program; Dean McLellan, Director (Interim), 
Elevating & Amusement Devices Program; Phil Simeon, Director, Regulatory Policy (item 7-9). 

 
Guests:  Alain Bennink, Mohawk College (item 16b) Angelo Cosco, Mohawk College (item 16b); 

Nathan Fahey, Manager, Technical Safety Unit, Ministry of Government and Consumer 
Services (MGCS); Sarah Jeffrey-Hampton, Senior Policy & Program Analyst, Technical Safety 
Unit, MGCS; Mitch Thibault, Policy Development Intern, Technical Safety Unit, MGCS.  

 
Regrets:  Cliff Ayling, PCL Constructors Canada Inc; Phil Warne, True Canadian Elevator Maintenance 

Co. Ltd.  
 
  
1. Constitution of Meeting 

 
The Chair called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m., everyone was welcomed.  
 
a) Safety Moment 

 
For the safety moment, Council was shown a short video on winter weather safety and walking safely 
in icy conditions.  
 

b) Advisory Council Ground Rules 
 
A. Campbell spoke to this item. She explained that it is best practice to inform and remind members of 
appropriate conduct during meeting. Specifically, she noted the following ground rules for discussion 
purposes: 

 
1. Each attendee is an equal participant in all aspects of council deliberations and should have the 

opportunity to openly share their expertise and knowledge to enhance public safety. 
2. Respect the various positions of your peers and each meeting attendee. 
3. Be open to exploring differing perspectives in order to have informed interactions that enhance 

public safety. 
4. Refrain from speaking over others or inside conversations. 
5. Remain objective and leave respective competitive strategies and goals outside of council 

meetings and represent to the best of your ability your stakeholder group.  
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6. Respectful disagreement is okay; consider tone and approach when tabling concerns at 
councils.  

 
She explained that she is open to refining these guiding principles and invited Council member to send 
TSSA material used by other organizations’ committees, etc.  

 
There were no questions or comments from Council.  

 
2. Approval of the February 19th, 2020 agenda 

 
Council approved the agenda of February 19th, 2020 as presented. The Chair advised that the Council 
welcomes TSSA engagement and encouraged members to put items forth for the agenda topics for 
subsequent meetings.  
 

3. Approval of September 17th, 2019 minutes 
 
Council approved the minutes of September 17th, 2019 as presented.  
 

4. Review of Action Items from Last Meeting 
 
D. McLellan provided an overview of the action items circulated to Council prior to the meeting. He 
advised that all action items were administrative in nature and would either be covered under subsequent 
agenda items or have been provided to Council as information items with the package. As it relates to the 
action item for federal buildings, D. McLellan and R. Kremer noted that TSSA is currently working on a 
matrix to address questions related to elevators within federal jurisdiction. D. McLellan added that TSSA 
legal counsel would address any additional questions later in the meeting.  
 

5. Chair’s Update 
 
K. Leitch spoke to this item, advising that he has nothing new to update Council on as many of the items 
are up for discussion on the agenda for this meeting. He noted that he will be submitting a report to the 
CEO at the end of March which will be circulated to Council.  
 

6. TSSA President & CEO’s Report 
 
A. Campbell spoke to this item in the absence of B. Rose, treated the report as read, and opened the floor 
to questions from Council. In response to a question regarding OASIS roll-out for the Elevating Devices 
program, A. Campbell advised that the first phase is scheduled to launch in September, 2020 for the 
Boilers & Pressure Vessels and Operating Engineer Program area, adding that the Elevating Devices 
program would be the last phase of OASIS, scheduled for 2021.  
 

7. Outcome-Based Regulator 
 
P. Simeon spoke to this item and provided Council with an update on the progress being made on TSSA’s 
transformation to becoming an outcome-based regulator. He advised that the principles of consistency, 
evidence-based decision making, and stakeholder outreach underpin this initiative. He explained that for 
the elevating device sector, the development of compliance standards is a key consideration that will be 
used by TSSA to help industry focus on risk while developing checklists and compliance standards to 
promote consistency.  
 
In response to a question from Council as to whether TSSA has benchmarked this proposal against other 
provincial jurisdictions, P. Simeon explained that TSSA has undertaken a benchmarking exercise. He 
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added that a shift in focus to safety priorities underpins compliance standards. He explained that not all 
rules are created equal and as such a prioritization of rules based on evidence is of paramount 
importance. In response to a question from Council as to whether TSSA meets with other authorities 
having jurisdiction (AHJ), D. McLellan confirmed that TSSA meets regularly with other AHJs, adding that 
TSSA keeps tracks of codes being enforced across all provinces.  
 

8. Elevator Availability 
 
S. Jeffrey-Hampton provided some context to the proposed regulatory changes underpinning elevator 
availability.  She explained that the issue of elevator availability has been the source of much public and 
government attention in recent years. She explained that the issue has both health and safety 
implications, particularly for first responders. P. Simeon provided additional context on TSSA’s plan to 
operationalize regulatory changes related to elevator availability. He explained that the challenges will be 
to collect useable availability data and publicly report on it in a transparent manner. He added that 
availability challenges are generally in residential buildings. He added that the operationalization of these 
regulatory changes must consider the various perspectives of the stakeholders involved, adding that 
stakeholders would be informed during the development process. He noted that while the most 
comprehensive solution would be to institutionalize availability in the Ontario Building Code, it is also 
imperative to find other mechanisms, such as contacting municipal planning departments and encouraging 
them to obtain traffic studies for new construction projects. He explained that some of the questions TSSA 
is exploring, which also require stakeholder input, are 1) what data is available? 2) what data is relevant to 
address issue and how will the data be used? 3) who will be responsible for reporting; and 4) What will be 
the mechanisms for reporting.  
 
There was some discussion on this topic with several Council members advising that amendments to the 
building code for new construction residential buildings is essential to address the issue of elevator 
availability. Their additional suggestion that there should be a requirement to disclose the average waiting 
time for elevators prior to the purchase and sale of the property. Some Council members expressed 
concern about the prospective for contractors having to report data on availability. The Chair explained 
that while contractors have data, it is unique to their business, adding that the relevance of this is 
questionable for the current initiative. He advises that TSSA begin to have conversations about what is 
available with contractors. Other Council members cautioned about the unintended consequences of the 
regulatory changes, specifically that the changes could result in returning to service devices that should 
remain shut down. P. Simeon acknowledged the areas of concern and explained that these would be key 
considerations as TSSA moves forward with this initiative.  
 

9. CAD Development Strategy 
 
P. Simeon spoke to this item and provided an overview of the CAD amendment review process. He 
explained that there are currently 51 codes and standards as well as many directors’ orders and 
advisories equating to over 10,000 different TSSA-enforced rules. He added that this review process 
places emphasis on evidence while prioritizing safety outcomes and measuring compliance. It 
fundamentally represents a shift away from measuring compliance with all rules toward a focus on safety 
outcomes based on evidence and risk analytics. He advised that feedback received from industry centered 
around the slow pace of adoption, adding that harmonization and the need for consistency were also 
paramount considerations for industry. He detailed four factors that underpin the strategy. First, the 
assessment of rules through a risk-based paradigm. Second, the prioritization of safety outcomes. Third, 
the reduction of burden on industry; and fourth, the consideration of industry input and engagement in the 
adoption of codes. He explained that TSSA is in the process of developing options to improve the code 
adoption process. He added that the prioritization of CADs is critical to shifting away from the current 
adoption method, and explained that codes that have been prioritized by TSSA include the BPV (CSA B51 
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Pressure Piping Code), (CSA B52 Mechanical Refrigeration) and Fuels (CSA Z662 Oil and gas pipeline) 
codes.  
 
There was some discussion regarding this topic with several Council members advising that setting 
established, and achievable deadlines is essential to the success of this strategy. In response to a 
question regarding whether there is ever a reason for Ontario-specific requirements, Council in general did 
not see a need for provincial deviation from the national code. A Council member also advised that the 
various groups of stakeholders be considered while developing the strategy, noting that some 
consideration should be given to owners for compliance, specifically time for implementation. D. McLellan 
confirmed that this is a primary consideration. In response to a question from Council regarding the 
adoption of the elevating devices code, P. Simeon advised once TSSA completes the adoption of the BPV 
and Fuels codes, a timeline for the next CAD amendment would be established.  
 

10. Transparency Strategy 
 
K. Kennedy spoke to this item. He explained that there are three main areas of transparency that relate to 
TSSA’s work: corporate disclosures, safety information and data; and stakeholder engagement. He 
provided an overview of corporate disclosure documents and of safety information and data. Finally, he 
provided an overview transparency as it relates to stakeholder engagement. He explained that broader 
transparency is a strategic goal initiative set out in TSSA’s Business Plan for this fiscal year, adding that 
stakeholder engagement specifically, is a priority for TSSA. He advised that transparency in stakeholder 
engagement is of importance given the number of initiatives currently underway that impact the ways in 
which customers interact with TSSA. Additionally, he noted that the current mechanisms for engagement 
are often informal and limited to a select number of stakeholders. He explained that formal mechanisms, 
such as advisory councils and RRGs, may not be ideal for addressing all issues. He posed four questions 
to guide the discussion: 
 

1) Do you believe stakeholders understand TSSA’s engagement processes and how to get 
involved?  

a. What are the gaps and opportunities for improvement?  
2) What sort of consultative mechanisms would you like to see included? 
3) Are the expectations of the TSSA’s engagement clear and are they being met? 
4) Are the right stakeholders involved at the right level and the right time? 

 
He explained that in terms of next steps TSSA would be reviewing the Council Terms of Reference, 
developing stakeholder engagement principles and more clearly defined processes that determine 
audiences and outcomes. Councils would be provided updates in at the fall council sessions.  
 
The Chair explained that from his perspective the Field Advisory Committee (FAC) was an effective 
engagement tool. Several Council members advised that ad hoc committees increase the speed with 
which issues are addressed, adding that regardless of the mechanism employed, established timelines 
and accountabilities for decision making is essential to the process.  
 
Action: D. Fernandes to circulate presentation and append to the minutes.  
 

11. Safety & Compliance Report 
 
V. Dessanti spoke to this item referring to the presentation shared with Council prior to the meeting. In 
relation to the peer review process currently underway for the Risk Informed Decision Making (RIDM) 
model, V. Dessanti advised that TSSA is currently in the process of reviewing and enhancing its risk 
model in support of the transition to becoming and outcome-based regulator. She explained that some of 
the changes that are currently in progress include extending the input to the risk score beyond inspection 
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orders and incidents, giving recent events a higher weight in the risk score calculation, and including 
population density in the calculations. She explained that the proposed changes will be presented to the 
peer review panel, which is comprised of members from other regulatory agencies as well as academics, 
adding that the Advisory Councils will be kept abreast of the review. 
 
There were no questions or comments from Council.  
 
Additionally, V. Dessanti presented the mid-year safety report. She explained that in the first two quarters 
of the fiscal year (FY) 2020 there were 536 reported occurrences, including six permanent injuries, adding 
that there have been no fatalities. She advised that the compliance rate for both elevators and escalators 
continues to decline, noting however that there has been an observable decrease in the risk of injury and 
fatality for elevators in the last two quarters. She noted that the areas of concerns for elevating devices 
remain 1) elevator risks in hospitals; and 2) user interactions on elevators in retirement and long-term care 
homes.  
 
In response to a question from Council as to whether TSSA will be tracking high risk, given the outcome-
based regulator initiative, V. Dessanti advised that this is something that TSSA is currently looking into 
doing, specifically changing the metrics for analysis. Additionally, some Council members commented that 
there have been changes to TSSA’s approach to inspection, specifically that there are more inspectors 
and that inspections are more thorough. D. McLellan advised that the number of inspectors have remained 
consistent, there have been a few new hires, however standard orders for elevating devices have been 
employed for the past five years which encourages inspector consistency. He added that the program has 
standardized training, so consistency is a key consideration in inspections. The Chair noted that 
additionally the use of elevators has gone up significantly within the province. There was a request from 
Council to show the numbers for the annual safety results normalized per million people at the next EDAC 
meeting.  
 
Action: V. Dessanti to provide annual safety numbers normalized per million people at the next EDAC 
meeting.  
 

12. Incidents/Issue Report 
 
D. McLellan spoke to this item advising that there is currently one fatality under investigation which is 
attributed to mental health issues. He also noted that there was an incident where someone was found in 
an elevator pit due to the door being open, there were no injuries.   

 
13. MGCS Report 

 
S. Jeffrey-Hampton treated the report as read and opened the floor to questions from Council.  
 
There were no additional questions or comments.  
 

14. Business model 
 
D. Brazier spoke to this item and provided Council with an overview of the presentation circulated prior to 
the meeting. He explained that fundamentally TSSA is moving away from a purely fee-for-service model 
towards a model through which license fees are inclusive of regulatory inspection activities. He advised 
that in the fall the business model survey was sent to each council to get their input on the three proposed 
fee options. The three options presented were as follows:  
 
i. Flat fee 
ii. Flat fee based on category 
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iii. Flat fee based on category and risk 
 
He explained that there was little support for the first option (flat fee only), some support for option two (flat 
fee based on category), and strong support for the third option (flat fee based on category and risk). In 
addition to the number of responses, he noted that the TSSA team analyzing the findings and is 
concentrating its efforts on the comments appended to the questions. For example, he explained that those 
in support of option 3 understand and cautioned about the complexities of implementation. He advised that 
the proposed fee structure presented at the meeting was a hybrid option between option 2 and option 3. He 
explained that while this hybrid option allows for a flat fee based on category, it only allows for a pre-
defined number of follow-up inspections, adding that those in the industry that require follow-ups will be 
required to pay for additional charges. This in effect would result in higher-risk customers paying more as 
they will require more follow-up inspections. He explained that since risk models are not yet fully 
developed, moving to a solely risk-based model at this time would be problematic, adding that the cost 
differential in a risk-based model may not be enough to change behaviour. He presented Council with 
several examples of fees as they would be structured under the proposed business model, which included: 

 
1. New or Major A application (elevators) 
2. New or Major A application (other elevating devices) 
3. Annual licenses 
4. Temporary licenses 
5. Contractor Registrations 
6. Minor A, B, Revisions, & Variance  
7. Certification & Examination Fees 

 
He advised that information is being compiled and provided to each council during the winter/spring 
sessions, adding that the proposal would then be sent to MGCS in April 2020 with the new model 
scheduled for implementation in 2020/21. He posed several questions to guide the discussion. First, does 
the proposal adequately address the guiding principles? Second, what are the pros and cons for your 
business; the constituents you represent; the sector and the public? And third, are there any major gaps or 
outliers that may not have been considered in this proposal? 
 
There was discussion about this topic with several Council members noting that there seem to be an 
increase in the amount customers will be paying for various services, adding that it may be difficult to 
convince stakeholders that there are cost savings. A Council member advised that it TSSA should consider 
developing a summary of cost savings for stakeholders. D. Brazier explained that the business model 
changes are supposed to be completely revenue neutral and are separate from the fee increase that came 
into effect in August, 2019 was fundamentally to eliminate program cross-subsidization and to compensate 
for the loss of revenue from the elimination of the Upholstered and Stuffed Articles (USA) program. He 
explained that TSSA is in the process of creating the proposals for its various sectors, adding that once 
these have all been completed, a final review will be conducted to ensure the model is revenue neutral. S. 
Ariyaretnam explained that those with elevating devices that service three floors pay less, this accounts for 
approximately 20% of all elevating devices and includes hospitals, schools, and low-rise residential 
buildings. A. Campbell reiterated that changes to the fee model are essential to TSSA’s transition to 
becoming an outcome-based regulatory, and specifically to our move away from the fee-for-service model 
that is currently in place.  

 
15. Canadian Elevator Contractors Association (CECA) - Update 

 
D. McLellan spoke to this item and provided an overview of the last CECA meeting held in November 
2019. He explained that this is a yearly meeting, noting that TSSA is the only AHJ that participates. He 
added that this year there were approximately 27 issues that were raised and addressed by TSSA. Among 
other topics, D. McLellan provided an update on TSSA responses to questions from CECA members as it 
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related to the banning of type A safeties, incident reporting, general orders versus standard orders, and 
inspector consistency. He explained as relates to inspector consistency and inspections more generally 
that the ED program at TSSA has a robust quality assurance process for inspections, he explained that 
each inspector is subject to one quality assurance and one quality control review each year. Additionally, 
he noted that any orders issued by a new inspector is reviewed first by a senior inspector to ensure 
accuracy and consistency.  
 
Action: D. McLellan to provide the presentation shared at the CECA meeting to be appended to the 
minutes.  
 
There were no questions or comments from Council.  
 

16. Council Issues 
 

a. Federal Buildings 
 
T. Ayres spoke to item and advised there are no clear and defined lines that divide provincial and 
federal jurisdiction. He explained that TSSA’s approach to these jurisdictional issues has always 
been one that strives to be practical and reasonable. He noted that TSSA is a creature of 
provincial statute, adding that the elevating devices regulation has general application, except 
when 1) activities being carried out are considered strictly federal activities (i.e. Department of 
Defence Canada); 2) where the federal role has developed a complete code (i.e. Canada Labour 
Code); and 3) if the application of the provincial law will impede or has the effect of impeding a 
federal activity. He explained that while there are some clear lines, such as national defence and 
airports, most times the jurisdictional authority is not as clear, such as an office tower with multiple 
residents (federal and others). He noted that in such cases TSSA has developed a practical 
approach, specifically to enter into contractual agreement with federal entities. He explained that 
while the property is under construction and the owner is not a federal entity, this falls within TSSA 
jurisdiction until such time that is turned over to the federal entity.  
 
In response to a question from Council as to whether TSSA performs initial inspections and follow-
up inspections on properties under federal jurisdiction, T. Ayres advised that once they are in 
contractual agreement with TSSA, TSSA applies an all-or-nothing approach to all facets of the 
process from licensing to engineering to inspection.  
 

b. EDM Education 
 
A. Cosco and A. Bennink from Mohawk College presented Council with information on the new 
EDM-A program at Mohawk College. They provided an overview of both the apprenticeship 
program as well as the post-secondary program. A. Cosco explained that the intent is to have 
EDM’s recognized as a known trade. He added that what differentiates this program from others is 
that they offer both full-time enrollment as well as a “day-release” enrollment for those who choose 
to attend school part-time.  
 
There was some discussion about this with some Council members cautioning that the number of 
accepted students may be low given the shortage in trained professionals in the industry. In 
response to a question from Council regarding whether the post-secondary course is funded by 
the Ministry, A. Cosco advised that this is self-funded. Additionally, a Council member asked if 
there was a guarantee of placement for the apprenticeship program, A. Cosco replied that the 
program offers no guarantees of placements. In response to a question from Council regarding the 
teaching staff’s credentials for this program, A. Cosco advised that all students are trained by 
EDM-A’s only.   
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Action: D. Fernandes to append the Mohawk Hub Flyer and Mohawk EDM postcard to the 
minutes. 
 

17. Questions and Other Business 
 
There were no questions or other business raised by Council.  
 

18. Council Administration 
 

a. Membership renewal – Rob Isabelle 
 
The Chair confirmed the renewal of R. Isabelle on the Elevating Devices Advisory Council for a 
three-year term.  
 
Action: D. Fernandes to update the membership list accordingly.  
 

b. Membership Matrix 
 
D. McLellan facilitate the review of the EDAC membership matrix. He raised for Council 
consideration that currently the membership also allows for 1-2 manufactures while we currently 
have 4 members under that category. There was some discussion on this the issue. A motion was 
passed to recommend the following changes: 
 
Manufacturers/ Designers – increase to 1-4 members and remove categorization under the sector.  
Contractors – decrease to 4 members and decrease NEEA representation to 1 member (from 1-2) 
 
Action: D. Fernandes to update the Proposed Matrix for review and affirmation by TSSA’s 
President & CEO.  
 

19. Adjournment 
 
The meeting adjourned at approximately 1:15 p.m. Council held a Council-only in-camera session without 
TSSA staff or guests.  
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Appendix 
 

1. Stakeholder Engagement & Transparency Presentation 
(Double click paperclip to open) 
 

 
 

2. CECA Meeting Presentation 
 

 
 

3. Mohawk College Hub Flyer & Mohawk College Postcard 
 

 




Putting Public Safety First


Stakeholder 
Engagement &
Transparency


Alexandra Campbell, Vice President, Communications 


& Stakeholder Relations


Winter-Spring Advisory Council Sessions
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1. Corporate Disclosure – plans, policies, performance


2. Safety Information and Data


3. TSSA decision making  - rationale and stakeholder 


engagement


Transparency in Three Main Areas
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• Annual Report


• Strategic Plan


• Business Plan


• Board remuneration


• AG Action Plan


• Customer Satisfaction Survey


• Audit of Non-reg business


• Various policies


Corporate Reporting and Disclosure
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• Annual State of Public Safety Report


• Risk and Safety Management Plans


• Public Information Release Service


• Contractor Search


• Public-oriented safety report – in development


Safety Information and Data
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• Eight industry advisory councils for each regulated sector 


and a consumers council


• Risk Reduction Groups, Field Advisory Committees and 


Training and Certification Advisory Boards


• Changes and comment periods – CADs, forms, new 


programs etc.


• Communications on decisions


TSSA Decision Making and 


Stakeholder Engagement
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A strategic goal initiative set out in TSSA’s Business Plan for 


FY20 is to define transparency for TSSA


An area identified as a priority is stakeholder engagement at 


TSSA


Initiatives underway at TSSA are resulting in significant 


changes to how customers interact with TSSA


Stakeholders should have an opportunity to provide feedback 


to inform TSSA decisions


Broader Stakeholder Engagement
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Currently TSSA has the following mechanisms and processes 


for stakeholder engagement:


• Advisory councils (for industry and consumers)


• Risk Reduction Groups, Field Advisory Committees and 


Training and Certification Advisory Boards 


• Ad hoc task or working groups to address issue-specific 


projects


• Public consultations


Current Consultative Mechanisms
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• At times, TSSA’s engagement and communications 


activities are often informal and limited to select groups of 


stakeholders


• Formal mechanisms, like councils, are not ideal for 


addressing certain issues


TSSA’s Engagement
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Questions for councils:


• Do you believe stakeholders understand TSSA’s 


engagement processes and how to get involved? 


– What are the gaps and opportunities for improvement?


• What sort of consultative mechanisms would you like to see 


included?


• Are the expectations of the TSSA’s engagement clear and 


are they being met?


• Are the right stakeholders involved at the right level and the 


right time?


Greater Transparency with Stakeholders
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1. Review Council Terms of Reference (FY20)


2. Develop stakeholder engagement principles and more 


clearly define processes that determine audiences and 


outcomes (FY20-21)


3. Update advisory councils on progress during autumn 


session


Next Steps





dfernandes
File Attachment
Stakeholder Engagement & Transparency.pdf
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NOVEMBER 2019
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CECA Town Hall
There are known failures with 


the “A” Type Safeties. We also 


know that there are gaps in 


the reporting of these types of 


failures, but nevertheless, the 


hazard exists. 


We request the TSSA 


acknowledge this hazard and 


issue a Directors Order to 


replace the “A” Type Safeties. 


Would the TSSA be willing to 


do this? 


• Few Type ‘A’ failures have been reported


• Recent reported failures are linked to CAT5 testing


…but reports concluded root cause was worn parts


• Safeties wear and have serviceable parts


– Inspect & maintain safeties before CAT5 testing


– Inspect safeties after a safety set (may be worn)


• Most notable Type A safety issue is high G-Force stop, 


therefore Type A allowed on low speeds installations


• Failure during testing relates to wear & maintenance, 


does not mean that Type A safeties are hazardous


• TSSA could look at CADify CAT5 at reduced speed-


like TSBC
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CECA Town Hall


How many owners has the 


TSSA trained using their 


Elevator Regulatory and 


Compliance Overview for 


Apartment Property 


Managers and Owners 


(GTAA) Power Point training 


that was presented last year? 


• Speaking engagements to stakeholder 


groups is typically in response to direct 


requests from industry. 


• building owner, 


• fire authorities


• Attendee make-up is varied


• TSSA does not track attendance at these 


events


• 2019 YTD: 


– 1 Owner, 


– 4 Fire presentations
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CECA Town Hall


• How many owners have 


been charged with section 


36 (Incident Reporting) 


violation and/or other 


violations? 


• We have issued orders however 


at this time we have not 


charged any owners nor have 


we charged any contractors.


• We continue to meet with owner 


groups, industry groups and 


advisory councils, to go over 


incident reporting
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CECA Town Hall


• How many owners have 


been ordered to undergo 


section 36 owner training? 


• In conjunction with an incident 


that was not properly reported, 


owners (where applicable) 


would be issued an order to 


undergo section 36 training.


• We are not tracking this as it is 


not a standard order. Currently 


issued case by case.


• We could look into making this 


a standard order
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CECA Town Hall


• The TSSA generated 


owner training materials 


but has that material or any 


other materials either 


informational or training 


been supplied by TSSA to 


the Building Managers 


course?


• If any college is interested 


in obtaining TSSA training 


materials we would ask that 


they reach out to TSSA 


with a specific request. 
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CECA Town Hall


• What efforts aside from 


generating owner training 


material that TSSA has 


shared with CECA is being 


undertaken by TSSA


to ensure that TSSA is 


enforcing the Act and 


Regulations equally with 


respect to owners and 


contractors?


• No other material has been 


generated.


• We have completed training with 


several hundred mechanics in the 


province as several companies 


had asked.


• TSSA generally makes every effort 


to attend and provide relevant 


materials when asked by 


stakeholder groups
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CECA Town Hall


• When an EDM gets written up by 


the TSSA for a wrongdoing, this 


goes on their record. Their EDM 


record should be available to 


employers - similar to the other 


transportation industry (trucking) 


where employers can access the 


Driver’s abstract. This is in the 


interest of public safety. Will the 


TSSA implement a similar policy 


to allow EDM records to be 


accessed in the interest of 


safety? 


• Complete Release of Public 


Information Form on our website.


• All personal information will be 


redacted.
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CECA Town Hall
For alterations where there are clear items by 


Owner that do not fall under the alteration 


scope. For ex catwalks, access doors, pit 


ladders, etc.


• often a modernization will be fully 


completed by a contractor and turned over 


with owner items pending on the report.


• Because the elevators are running some 


owners may ignore these orders for 


extended periods. In the meantime, the 


Contractor continues to be billed for 


subsequent which is not a fair practice.


• Is there any plan to differentiate Owner 


items not under the scope of the contractor 


and be billed accordingly?


• Issues that are outside the scope of the 


alteration should be recorded on a 


separate report for the owner


(If not the case, contact the area supervisor.    


Remember resolution protocol.  This will be     


brought up again at our next consistency   


presentation.) 


• All Alteration orders to be completed prior 


to licensing of the last car on a 


modernization.


• Alteration related orders are not split into 


Contractor / Owner issues
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CECA Town Hall
Sometimes an elevator will be removed 


from service for non-compliance. When a 


report has many line items it may not be 


clear which items warrant a shutdown.


a) How do you determine the specific 


orders an inspector considers serious 


enough to remove a device from service?


b) Is there any plan to positively 


differentiate safety related orders from 


others on Inspection Reports?


a) Look for orders that have a zero time to comply.


b) The current system cannot do this.


• We can look at this option for the new system.


• Inspectors contact information is always on 


report.
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CECA Town Hall
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CECA Town Hall
Submissions are required for the review of overall design, 


and the application requirements are determined by 


TSSA. 


At times a design will be registered and an inspector will 


ask for a revision that significantly changes the scope of 


review. 


Since TSSA sets the review requirements, it should follow 


that these requirements have already been met once the 


submission is registered, and the installation scope is 


consistent. 


Any change to the review requirements for an application 


should be made internally at TSSA and be communicated 


consistently to submitters instead of being made 


unilaterally.


What is the policy on an inspector writing orders to 


submit greater documentation requirements than those 


submitted for the initial design review?


Is there a process in place for inspectors to resolve 


concerns with submission documentation internally at 


TSSA?


• In most cases inspectors will only ask for 


additional information after speaking with 


engineering. 


• Sometimes the submission does not paint 


the entire picture, or engineering will 


conditionally register (w/info missing) and 


may ask the inspector to check things on 


site. 


• Depending on the situation these finding 


may require additional information.


• A new Simplified Revision Form is now 


available for revisions (was 252/12) .
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CECA Town Hall
Please return to a single direction for 


missed annual tests like it was done in 


the past. 


This deficiency is typically caused by a 


single scheduling or logging error or 


oversight and is corrected by the single 


event of dispatching a crew to do the 


work. 


Getting 13 directions for a single event 


and correction just skews all the data to 


look worse than it really is in the eyes of 


the owner and the public.


• A lot of time and effort went into 


developing ‘precise’ Std Orders 


– because industry wanted them and 


– to carry individual order risk ranks


• Annual tests, like maintenance tasks 


have unique & different requirements


• If only 1 order is issued,  then 


Contractor ‘A’ who misses 1 test will 


look as bad as Contractor ‘B’ who 


missed 13 tests – that’s skewed. 


• In the eyes of the public and in reality, 


Contractor A did the better job.
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CECA Town Hall
• How can the inspector or the maintaining 


mechanic know what code an installation 


was installed under? 


The obvious answer is to review the registered 


submission which the owner is required to have 


available on site. 


However, I have never seen TSSA enforce this 


requirement and very few owners are even 


aware of their responsibility in this area. Why is 


that? 


Knowing the installed code to maintain the 


elevator to, is certainly a safety issue. 


Is there a different way for the maintaining 


mechanic or inspector to determine the 


installed code on older elevators?


• The installation year offers some insight into what features 


are relevant per the code, however regardless of year of 


installation, 8.6.4 maintenance is a retroactive section, 


so the latest adopted code applies for maintenance.


• There is no expectation to retroactively add new features 


that where not originally provided (unless as an alteration)


• Result: The items /features present need to be maintained


• The Regulation states that the contractor has to give the 


owner a copy of the design submission. 


• The owner has to have a copy it does not say it has to be 


on site. 


• Design submissions, electrical prints will assist to identify 


what code the device was installed under. 


• We could look at putting together a document that shows;  


What codes for what years and the installation numbers 


issued during those years 
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CECA Town Hall
• Upon notification to the TSSA that a 


Contractor is awarded a Maintenance 


Contract at a building previously 


maintained by another that the NEW 


Contractor is provided a one (1) year 


window to comply with any 


outstanding Orders and MCP 


requirements.


• If the new Contractor fails to notify 


the T.S.S.A. of the change at the time 


of takeover the one-year extension 


will not be available.


• Orders are issued to the owner on 


the periodic not to the contractor.


• Contractors should ask to see / qualify 


outstanding orders when bidding


• TSSA is willing to work with the new 


contractor to provide reasonable 


time to comply with orders.


• A this point we are not considering a 


one year extension.
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CECA Town Hall
• All parties with a vested interest be 


invited to revisit the entire MCP 


Program to discuss changes in 


technology, risk factors, age of 


equipment, frequencies of 


maintenance and inspections.


• We have been doing the MCP 


program for some time now and do 


not seem to be finding an increase 


in safety of elevators or an 


increase in reliability or availability. 


What does TSSA’s data say in this 


respect? Are there more cost-


effective ways for owners and 


contractors to achieve better 


results?


• EDAC requested a task group to look at MCP 


• A group formed & met several times.


• Conclusion: MCP tasks are a reasonable, but


some tasks need a better understanding regarding 


– Intent of the requirement


– Applicability of the requirement to the installation


– How to treat e.g. 8.6.4 tasks and 8.6.11 repeats


• CECA member did not attend all meetings.


• What does your callback data / callback rate convey 


Are you doing Reactive Maintenance? → unplanned availability!


Do you have increase MCP frequency for less reliable components?


MCP & CAT Tests have found issues. Brakes, worn parts


This is a good find.
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CECA Town Hall


• We know that TSSA does regular 


inspector consistency training. 


We are seeing little or no 


improvement on this front at the 


field level. Are there better ways 


to do this training, spot checking 


or management ride-a longs to 


ensure more consistency? What 


will TSSA do differently in the 


future to get a better result in this 


area?


• New QA/QC process


• Monthly inspection report audits


• Continuing quarterly consistency 


presentations


• Part of Supervisors & Inspectors 


performance objectives


• Under citing/overciting of orders


• Not using standard orders


• Please come see me after class
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CECA Town Hall
• Examination of an Elevating 


Device, Elevating Device 


Regulation – O.REG. 209/01 and O. 


REG 252/08


• Under Testing Options for Fire 


Fighters Emergency Operation and 


Emergency Power Testing can the 


signing mechanic having witnessed 


both tests sign off? Some Inspectors 


say yes, and some say no.


• At this point we expect that 


the pre-examination form be 


signed off by and EDM-A


• This cannot be signed by a “T” 


• This was agreed upon at FAC 


and EDAC.


• Per the AG report, we are 


looking at a sunset clause for 


the EDM-T program.
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CECA Town Hall


• Toronto Fire Services are writing notices 


of Violation to Building Owners in 


reference to the Fire Protection Act, S.O. 


1997, C4.  Page 2 of 2 Item #1, 9.6.5.6 (b) 


states the elevator is to be identified on 


the street floor as an elevator provided by 


use for fire fighters.


• By not having a specific coloured hat 


pertaining to current Code requirements 


where all cars are equipped with Phase I 


and II operation results in Notice of 


Violation being issued against owners if in 


response to a call the car identified with 


the Yellow Hat is out of operation when in 


fact all other cars meet the requirement.


• CECA should raise this 


question with TFS.


• If we can assist any further 


please let me know.
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CECA Town Hall


• During an inspection of a Major Alteration how is it 


that the Inspector on site, will perform a Periodic 


inspection pertaining to other remaining cars at 


the same time?


• During periods of multiple units being modernized 


which may engage various Inspectors how can 


one Inspector write an order when other cars in 


the same group have passed without the same 


order being issued?  E.g. brightness of in car 


emergency lighting, car top lighting, extra car top 


clamp lighting and in car ventilation.  This practice 


can result in the Inspector issuing Orders on the 


previous cars for the same issues which have 


already passed.


• Suggestion:  If this practice is going to continue 


can the new directions be eligible for Declaration 


of Compliance?


• We are completing periodic while doing a Major 


Alteration as per policy this was covered that we 


would start this process several meetings ago. 


The owner is not charged for this inspection.


• The inspectors should not be interfering with the 


process of the Major Alteration when doing the 


periodic.


• This has been corrected. We try whenever 


possible to have the same inspector that started 


the project finish it. However sometimes things 


get noticed on the second car, and we agree that 


this order can be eligible for DC however we do 


see quite often that this is not being taken 


advantage of.
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CECA Town Hall


• If during a modernization Fire Fighter’s 


Emergency Manual Operation is tested in 


the presence of the Inspector, why would 


they write an Order that it is to be tested 


again with the last car being modernized 


and inspected?


• This results in a reinspection fee being 


issued against all previous cars inspected 


and passed under manual operation when 


in fact it can only be tested under 


automatic operation during the inspection 


of the last car. They are writing an Order 


that they know cannot be complied with 


until the last car is inspected


• Inspectors issue orders to document all 


deficiencies that are permitted to be 


completed by the last car in the bank.


• If Auto Recall and E-Power are the only 


pending deficiencies on the “1 to n-1” 


cars, these final tasks should not be 


billed. We will work out a practical 


solution that meets the inspectors and 


contractors needs in the near future.


• In the interim, please follow the issue 


resolution protocol.  
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CECA Town Hall


• Periodic Inspections with 


compliance dates of one week, 


one month and two months on 


the same report.  Some 


Inspectors provide 90 days for all 


directives.


• For consistency, we request that 


all orders being issued be the 


same date for compliance.


• Whenever standard orders are 


used the time to comply has 


been decided 


• We encourage all inspectors to 


use the standard order date 


• All Standard orders are risk 


assessed and carry their own 


time to comply
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CECA Town Hall


• Inspectors adding 


directives during a Follow-


Up must be rewritten as 


new.  Why is this previous 


instruction to Inspectors 


not being complied with?


• Inspectors should only issue new orders 


on a follow up if they are obvious 


violations.


• Please contact the supervisor for that 


area is this happens.


• 4.7% of the time we find new orders 


during a follow-up


– Some of these could be due to the fact 


that we need to go back to complete 


elements that could not be previously 


inspected.
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CECA Town Hall
things get noticed… 
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CECA Town Hall


• Calling for hoistway doors 


to be identified with the 


floor number.  Removable 


escape hatches with cab 


tire to be protected with 


flex.  


• Question:  Where is the 


Director’s Order requiring 


retro fitting of these items?


• We are currently having orders 


reviewed by seasoned inspector 


prior to the newer inspector 


issuing the report 


• Issues like this should be brought 


up to the local supervisor.


• Supervisor are auditing inspection 


reports.
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CECA Town Hall
• Following our investigation, we 


find what appears to be rouging 


is surface rust only.  We lubricate 


and monitor.  Some inspectors 


do not find this acceptable.  


• Solution: If the Contractor signs 


off that it is acceptable, and they 


are being monitored under the 


MCP Program should satisfy the 


directive.


• Ropes shall be compliant to the 


A17.6 code.


• We continue to check ropes for 


compliance;


– broken strands


– loss of diameter.
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CECA Town Hall


• What is TSSAs plan on consistent 


enforcement of B44-10, 


2.27.1.1.6? Specifically, around 


verification of phone lines with VOIP 


or alternatives to traditional telephone 


means. VOIP or similar systems may 


report a valid line voltage even if a 


connection to the endpoint is not 


available and a call cannot be 


connected. The presence of 


alternative telephone lines may not 


be apparent to a contractor. Current 


detection means may not properly 


indicate a failure.


• We expect full compliance to 2.27.1.1.6.


• Phone diagnostics that only check for 


voltage without verifying  for example that 


the phone is connected to the internet, is 


not a complaint line monitoring system


• We propose to ask for an interpretation


• At present, the code does not get into this 


level of detail (yet expectation is to reach 


a live voice)
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CECA Town Hall – TSSA Notes
TSSA Engineering turn around times 


LEAD TIMES since June/19 are averaging 15 working days.


• Rush requests persist


• Rush requests 


– Are disruptive to Work flow and Work scheduling


– Are unfair to those submissions waiting in the processing queue


– Where introduced to help contractors get out of a BIND.


TSSA would request Contractors be more selective about their RUSH requests


Options if misuse continues; 


• track misuse & limit violators, 


• increase 2X Fee 
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CECA Town Hall – TSSA Notes
Missed Alteration submissions


If a contractor does and alteration and does not submit for the alteration, 


• TSSA will still write the requirement to submit (to the original contractors) 


• TSSA will charge the inspection to the original contactor, even if they are 


no longer the maintaining contractors
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“ The Hub is designed to address apprentice, 
employer, and industry needs, and to help 
connect your future. 


Our labs – operating as extensions of The Hub 
– are equipped to provide hands-on learning in 
real-world scenarios.


The Mohawk College 
Apprenticeship
Community Hub


Located in the Marshall School of Skilled Trades & 
Apprenticeship on Mohawk College’s Stoney Creek campus,
the Apprenticeship Community Hub will strive to elevate the way Mohawk 
meets the needs of its community by defining multiple pathways and 
increasing access to skilled trades and apprenticeship.


mohawkcollege.ca/apprenticeships


481 Barton Street, Stoney Creek, ON


C O N N E C T I N G  
Y O U R  F U T U R E


INTRODUCING







A D D I T I O N A L LY,


The Hub will:


Deliver navigation resources, supports, 
programming, and activities


Showcase the trades and stimulate learning


Help remove barriers for those looking to 
participate and succeed in the skilled trades


Keep apprentices in movement to strengthen 
our local, provincial and federal economy


“


Provide resources to students interested in the skilled trades and services


Build relationships with employers/experts in the industry


Promote the skilled trades and services as a viable career option


0 1


0 2


0 3


T H E  P R I O R I T I E S  F O R  T H E  H U B


T H E  H U B  W I L L
H E L P  R E M O V E
B A R R I E R S . . .


mohawkcollege.ca/apprenticeships


481 Barton Street, Stoney Creek, ON
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Technical Standards and Safety Authority  
Minutes of  the Elevat ing Devices  Advisory Counci l  

Meet ing on February 19 t h ,  2020 

 

 
    February 19th, 2019 

    Page 10 of 10

 
 

 
 
 




Elevate your career
Choose the training format that  
works best for you:


 Apprenticeship day release  
  • One day a week for eight months
 Apprenticeship block delivery  
  • Two month format
 Diploma program (optional co-op)  
  •  Includes all 25 reportable subjects 


covered for the apprenticeship training


CONTACT  US  AT 
Louise Stallings  |  905-575-2518 


louise.stallings@mohawkcollege.ca


Proud Member of


Canadian Elevator
Contractors Association / 
Association Canadienne des
Entrepreneurs en Ascenseurs


ELEVATING DEVICES 
MECHANIC


NEW at Mohawk College


Marshall School of Skilled Trades 
and Apprenticeship


STONEY CREEK, ONTARIO







LEVEL 1
• Safety 
• Introduction to Elevating Devices
• Mechanical Print Reading
• Ladders, Scaffolding and  


Work Platforms
• Rigging and Hoisting
• Introduction to CSAB44 Code 


Book
• Mechanical Practices
• Basic Hydraulics 
• Basic Electricity 
• Industrial Electricity for  


Elevating Devices


LEVEL 2
• Traction Elevator Installation
• Elevator Hydraulic Systems
• Motors, Generators, Controls  


& AC Drives
• Solid State Electronics 


LEVEL 3
• Hydraulic Elevator Installation
• Circuit Tracing
• Escalators & Moving Walks 


Installation
• Lifts for Persons with Physical 


Disabilities
• General Preventive Maintenance
• CSA-B44 Section C.8.6.12  


and Appendix J
• Elevator Machine Room  


Equipment Maintenance
• Elevator Car Equipment  


Maintenance
• Elevator Hoistway and Pit  


Equipment Maintenance
• Escalator And Moving Walk 


Maintenance
• Elevator Modernization /  


Alterations


Our Apprenticeship curriculum will be delivered in the following format


Apprentices must be registered with the  
Ministry of Training, Colleges & Universities


WE ARE LOCATED AT  
481 Barton Street, Stoney Creek, ON L8E 2L7


Elevating Devices Mechanic
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